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Dear sir/ madam. As a concerned individual and hydro recipient, I  need to explain my position on 
B.C.HYDRO`S stance of an extra service charge to us who feel this smart meter technology is very 
dangerous. There have been many fires with wiring being burnt out since the mass instalation of 
these meters .,So fires are a big concern.. I am exceedingly concerned with the health issue, I 
have a special needs adult in my home that has seizures and I am concerned for his health and the 
remainder of the residents in my home, as smart meters radiate 24 hours a day and cant be turned 
off like cell phones etc. I have removed wifi tecnology devices  for my health as I was having 
tenitus, ringing in my ear , and since removal this ringing has stopped... And I have a privacy issue 
with this technology there are to many people that can abuse the power of knowing all aspects of 
power usage etc.  For reduction or waste of hydro why are most schools using computers and not 
books? So for all these reasons which are well founded I refuse to accept an R F  transmitter 
receiver on or in my home.. I have very low income, below poverty line so a $35.00 increase per 
month is a real greivance and I feel extortion, and should not be permitted.. We live in a wonderful 
country and all our rights should be protected, granted hydro has invested large sums of money 
but , hydro recipiants should have been privy to this technology in advance before there was a go 
ahead on mass implimentation and instalation of the smart meter. Currently hydro is read every 
two months so an increase of $70.00 per bill is extremely high, hydro has already raised premiums 
recently which is a big greivance for me as I have very little income.. B.C. HYDRO has caused me 
a considerable amount of stress. Several years ago i received an insert on going green with my bill 
statement  from hydro , so being a thrifty individual and wanting to protect the environment i was 
totally on board and purchased well over 30 so called enviro freindly bulbs and I even changed 
some light  fixtures to accomadate the push in type of florecent bulb,and after a short while I had a 
bulb literally explode in its socket and not being aware it was filled with mercury I took no 
precaution in the clean up , a few months later I had another bulb explode in a different socket so I 
called hydro to discuss the issue and their first response was they must have been cheap bulbs. I 
was not satisfied with this answer so I spoke to the supervisor of my concerns , her answer was if it 
happens again get everyone out of the house for 20 minutes and open the windows. I still was not 
satisfied with that answer how can they make a claim it is going green when these dangers exist I 
have never had a candescent bulb explode in its socket. several of my neighbors have had similar 
experiences,So the so called smart bulb is not so smart or green. Since this experience I have 
removed almost all of these bulbs and replaced them with candescent bulbs . The public at large 
should be warned of the dangers of potential fires and disposal of these mercury bulbs which will 
leach in to ground water. Please do the right thing and do not allow the increase to go thru, 
thanking you in advance . We all should be able to feel safe in our own homes. Your consideration 
of this matter is greatly appreciated . Sincerly Vera Sywak 5802 Shaw RD. Salmon Arm B.C. 
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